Auditory Training Supports Auditory Rehabilitation: A State-of-the-Art Review.
Auditory training (AT), which is active listening to various auditory stimuli, aims to improve auditory skills. There is evidence that AT can be used as a tool in auditory rehabilitation to improve speech perception and other auditory cognitive skills in individuals with hearing impairment. The present state-of-the-art review examines the effect of AT on communication abilities in individuals with hearing impairment. In particular, transfer of AT effects on performance in untrained speech perception tasks was evaluated. PubMed, Medline, and Web of Science databases were searched using combinations of key words with restriction to the publication date from December 2012 until December 2018. The participant, intervention, control, outcome, and study design criteria were used for the inclusion of articles. Only studies comparing effects in an intervention group to a control group were considered. The target group included individuals with a mild to moderately severe hearing impairment, with and without hearing-aid experience. Out of 265 article abstracts reviewed, 16 met the predefined criteria and were taken for review. The majority of studies that were included in this state of- the-art review report at least one outcome measure that shows an improvement in non-trained tasks after a period of intense AT. However, observed shortcomings are that a comparison between studies remains difficult as training benefits were assessed with various outcome measures. Also, the sustainability of training benefits was not investigated sufficiently. Recent evidence suggests that intensive auditory (-cognitive) training protocols are a valid tool to improve auditory communication skills. Individuals with hearing impairment seem to benefit the most using a combination of sensory rehabilitation with hearing aids and AT to enhance auditory rehabilitation. Long term benefits of AT are still not consistently observed and should be in the focus of future research.